An Ultra-Low-Power Biomedical Chip for Injectable Pressure Monitor
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Typically, the pressure is measured in the clinic as a single
data point. Thus, important peak or trough values, or changes
in the profile, can be missed. Also, the measurement results can
be perturbed when a patient visits the clinic due to stress [1].
To solve these issues, the possibilities of an implantable
pressure sensor have been explored. An implantable pressure
sensor enables pressure to be monitored in a patient’s normal
life style over the lifetime of the implanted sensor in the
patient.
The implantable device becomes more effective with
smaller form factors. Compared to a larger sensor, a smaller
sensor could be implanted by a less invasive surgery, while
allowing devices to be placed in new locations with limited
space and enabling new treatment procedures for diseases like
glaucoma [3]. A smaller device also reduces foreign body
rejection and becomes more biocompatible.
Implantable passive LC resonant circuits have shown small
form factor (23.415mm3 [4] and 41mm2 [5]), but they
can only monitor and record the pressure with external RF
transceivers. Recently developed active implantable pressure
sensors offer continuous functionality even when the external
device is not available [6]-[7]. But the available average power
budget of such devices is extremely limited due to the small
sensor form factor that reduces the maximum energy stored in
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I. INTRODUCTION
Pressure is an important indicator of patient health or
disease progression since it is highly regulated in various
organs of the body such as the brain, eye, heart, and bladder
[1]. The absolute pressure value and its variation provides
information to diagnose the progress of medical intervention.
For example, intraocular pressure (IOP) is a primary
contributing factor for glaucoma. It normally ranges between
10 to 21 mmHg. Only currently available therapeutic modality
for glaucoma is adjusting the value by medications or surgery
to the normal range [2].
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Abstract—Implantable pressure monitors enable diagnosis
and track patient health or disease progression in different
organs such as the brain, eye, heart, and bladder.
Miniaturization of the implantable sensors helps reduce patient
pain and recovery time, decrease foreign body rejection, and
allow the device to be placed in limited spaces. This paper
explores a miniaturized pressure monitor which can even be
injected through a syringe. Required specifications are
investigated to develop the small pressure monitor. Also, lowpower circuit techniques to meet extremely small power budget
are discussed for a capacitive-to-digital converter, an energy
harvester, and digital circuits.
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Fig. 2. Measured battery discharge curve with 1μA.

a capacitor or a battery. In this paper, we explore ultra-lowpower circuit design techniques to enable miniaturization of
such implantable pressure sensor systems for syringe-injected
therapeutic systems.
II. REQUIREMENTS OF INJECTABLE PRESSURE MONITOR
Fig. 1 shows inner and outer dimensions of different
syringes. mm-scale in diameter is acceptable, but a smaller
needle size is desirable considering patient’s pain and recovery
time [8]. To be injected through a syringe, the battery size is
limited to ~1mm, considering an additional size increment due
to biocompatible packaging.
Fig. 2 shows a measured thin-lithium battery
(1.02.2mm2) with 1μA discharging current. The 2.5μAh
battery capacity offers the 10.4-day lifetime with extremely
small current consumption of 10nA (e.g. typically ~μA). An
energy harvester helps increase the lifetime and eventually
enables energy autonomous operation. However, the area
constraint on the energy source size limits its performance. For
example, 0.84mm2 photovoltaic cells offers only 7nW with
indoor light condition (260lux) [9]. Thus, ultra-low-power
circuits and an energy-efficient energy harvester even at low
energy condition are necessary to develop the injectable
pressure monitor.
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Despite the limited power budget, the sensors must be able
to measure target pressures with required range and precision.
Fig. 3 shows required pressure range for different implantable
applications [1], [2]. 1mmHg or 5%−10% of the clinically
normal range is commonly accepted for sensor precision [1].
III. PROPOSED INJECTABLE PRESSURE MONITOR
To satisfy these requirements, we have developed an ultralow-power injectable pressure sensor as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Its
size is 1.62.03.2mm3 including a package, which is 4.6
less than the volume of an injectable RFID chip for pet
identification (47.0mm3, DATAMARS). For optimizing circuit
performance, dies from different technologies are stacked and
wire-bonded together [7]. The stacked multi-layer structure
allows more silicon area per unit volume and enables the
system to address different applications by swapping layers in
and out for flexibility in system configuration.
In this system, the Murata capacitive pressure sensor
converts pressure to capacitance, and the 160nW
64fJ/conversion-step capacitive-to-digital converter (CDC)
digitizes the capacitance to a digital code. The 3nW selfstarting energy harvester charges the Cymbet thin-film lithium
battery using CMOS photovoltaic cells. Also, an ARM M0
processor with a 3kB retentive SRAM manage the sensing
operation.

In this section, the low-power CDC and energy harvester
are discussed, in addition to ultra-low-power digital techniques
for enhancing energy efficiency are discussed.
A. 160nW 64fJ/conversion-step CDC
Typical CDCs are based on a switched-capacitor ΔΣ
converter. A switched-capacitor ΔΣ converter achieves high
resolution by oversampling, but it results in poor energy
efficiency since the oversampling requirement necessitates the
modulator filter to operate at a much higher frequency than the
CDC conversion speed and the input sampler to charge a large
sensor capacitor repeatedly. Thus, this type of converter is not
suited to duty-cycled low-power sensors since it requires
numerous cycles for the first result. A CDC using successive
approximation is proposed for the intermittent operation, but it
reduces voltage swing at the input of the comparator by
directly connecting the large sensor capacitor to the capacitor
DAC and degrades the achievable effective number of bits
[10].
This problem is addressed in [11] by using a readout
frontend with correlated double sampling (CDS) as shown in
Fig. 5 (a). The negative input voltage is forced to reference
voltage (VREF) by an amplifier as virtual ground. Charge
proportional to ‘CSENS – CREF’ is transferred to the sampling
capacitor (CSAMPLE1 or CSAMPLE2) by alternatively connecting
the reference capacitor (CREF) and sensor capacitor (CSENS) to
supply voltage or ground, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
The repeated charge transfer operations with the opposite
polarity store the output values, including sensor capacitance
information as differential format in CSAMPLE1 or CSAMPLE2. This
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Fig. 6. Measured CMOS photovoltaic cell.

can reduce the effect of low-frequency variation, noise, and
offset from the VREF and amplifier. After the CDS process,
CSAMPLE1 and CSAMPLE2 are used as a differential capacitive
DAC for the SAR A-to-D conversion. The CDC achieves an
effective number of bits of 13.3b with a resolution of 6.0fF.
Also, combined with a pressure sensor, it demonstrates a
resolution of 0.4mmHg, which satisfies the required precision
mentioned above.
The output value of the CDC is relative to CREF. For a given
CREF, CSENS from CREF – CSAMPLEX/4 to CREF + CSAMPLEX/4 is
covered. The CREF can be changed with capacitors connected in
parallel with switches to cover various capacitive sensors for
different applications. 1pF is overlapped between neighboring
CREFs to avoid an oscillation problem. With a 3b code, CREF
can be changed from 7.5pF to 70.5pF in 9pF steps, which
offers input capacitance range of 2.5 ~ 7.53pF for CSENS.
B. 3nW self-starting capacitive energy harvester
Fig. 6 shows measured results with CMOS photovoltaic
cells. Due to size constraint of the injectable sensor, energy
from a source is also limited. To charge a battery with < 1mm2
photovoltaic cells in indoor conditions (~200lux), an energy
harvester with <10nW is required. Typically, boost DC DC
converters are used with high conversion efficiency, but they
need large off-chip inductors for low input power levels.
Switched-capacitor DC DC converters can be easily integrated
with on-chip capacitors. However, their efficient operation
have been constrained to μW power conversion due to
overhead from clock generation and level-conversion to drive
power switches.
The fully integrated energy harvester proposed in [9]
removes the overhead and converts 7nW input power from
250mV to 4V in low light condition (260lux) by using
0.84mm2 CMOS photovoltaic cells. It is enabled by a selfoscillating voltage doubler and a reconfigurable energy
harvester architecture.
Fig. 7 (a) shows the proposed voltage doubler with two
stacked ring oscillators and flying capacitor (CFLY) connecting
their outputs. The stacked inverters in the rings drive the next
stage and transfer power from lower ring supply (VMED) to
upper ring supply (VHIGH) by charging/discharging CFLY. For
the optimum conversion efficiency by balancing switching and
conduction losses, a tunable leakage-based delay element and a
pass transistor are inserted between stages. The output voltage
is set to 58% of the input voltage by controlling VCTRL of the
pass transistor and thus the operating frequency of the DC DC
converter. For varying input power, the frequency is
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Fig. 7. Low-power energy harvester (a) Self-oscillating voltage
doubler (b) Energy harvester architecture.

automatically adjusted with a voltage divider, a comparator,
and an internal charge pump to generate VCTRL.
Fig. 7 (b) shows the reconfigurable energy harvester
architecture using the five voltage doublers. To increase the
available number of voltage conversion ratio, a negative
voltage (VNEG) is generated by assigning the energy source
output (VIN) and ground to VHIGH and VMED, respectively.
Different types of transistors are used for the voltage doublers,
considering voltage levels. By setting VLOW of the right three
voltage doublers to VIN, ground, or VNEG, the voltage
conversion ratio can be changed from 9 to 23. For cold
start operation, the control logic is placed between VIN and
VNEG.
C. Energy-efficient Microprocessor and Low-lekage Memory
On-chip data processing with a microprocessor allows the
system to extract and compress data for better energy
efficiency. It avoids storing and transmitting raw measurement
data, of which only a small portion is typically useful.
For the limited energy budget of the injectable sensor,
energy consumed in the microprocessor can be saved with
lower supply voltage since dynamic switching energy
quadratically scales with the supply voltage. Instead, leakage
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energy per cycle increases due to exponentially increased delay
below the device threshold voltage (VTH). From the trade-off
between dynamic and leakage energy, as shown in Fig. 8, the
optimum supply voltage for standard VTH (SVT) logic
transistor energy exists near VTH [12]. I/O transistors with
~0.7V VTH have relatively low energy-efficient supply voltage
due to smaller leakage.
However, in low supply voltage, a reduced on/off current
ratio degrades noise margin, and VTH variation due to random
dopant fluctuations (RDF) reduces robustness of circuits.
Functional robustness can be maintained by removing high
fan-in gates, series transmission gates, and dynamic logic [13].
Also, the effect of RDF variation on critical path delay can be
reduced with deeper logic depth between pipeline stages [12].
Power conversion efficiency from varying high battery
voltage (e.g. 3.8~4.2V in Fig. 2) and the supply voltage should
be considered. A switched-capacitor DC DC converter is
typically chosen for mm-scale sensors [14], compared to a
buck converter with a bulky off-chip inductor. However, the
switched-capacitor converter with coarse output voltage step
has suffered from degraded power conversion efficiency with
varying battery voltage. For this issue, recently proposed
reconfigurable DC DC converters with fine output voltage step
[15] can be a solution.
In additional to the energy-efficient microprocessor, dense
memory is desirable since it enables infrequent data
transmission and complex data processing. Also, low standby
power consumption is required for longer lifetime of the sensor
with the limited battery capacity. Flash memory is a good
candidate with zero leakage. However, large write power using
charge pumps dominates the total system power budget (e.g.
15mA during programming, M25P32, Micron).
Instead, a 10T SRAM shown in Fig. 9 can be used to
achieve low leakage (e.g. 1.85fW/bit at 0.35V) [16]. A 6T
writing and retention portion uses I/O transistors with high VTH
for leakage reduction. Also, a 4T read buffer has standard
transistors for fast read operation while it is power-gated in
standby mode.

Fig. 9. Circuit diagram for low-leakage 10T SRAM.

harvesting. To meet the extremely limited power budget due to
the size constraint, ultra-low-power circuit techniques are
discussed. The miniaturized sensing system can help reduce
patient pain and recovery time, decrease foreign body
rejection, and allow the device to be placed in limited spaces
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